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Executive compensation decisions are among the considerations tax advisers urge private
companies to address early on if they intend to fast-track their access to public markets via a
special purpose acquisition company (SPAC). 

You can’t go a day without reading in the financial press about SPACs — shell companies
formed for the purpose of raising funds to acquire a private operating company. And if you’re
following closely, you’ll see an ever-changing landscape, with reports of unprecedented volume
in the first quarter followed by a slowdown along with news of some newly public companies
stumbling following their initial earnings conference calls. 

Also, the SEC staff warned SPACs April 12 of accounting and reporting considerations,
including the improper treatment of warrants, which has reportedly stalled SPACs and delayed
release of their financial statements while they assess whether any misstatements must be
corrected via restatements of prior-year results. 

Meanwhile, tax professionals continue alerting SPAC sponsors and privately held companies
about executive compensation implications and urging them to consider the structure of their
compensation programs well in advance of the target entity becoming a public company. 

“The care around those issues . . . is really important because it impacts some of the most
important people to the [newly public] company — both its founders and employees—so we’ve
been trying to front-end those discussions,” Joanne O’Brien of Deloitte Tax LLP told Tax Notes. 

In a traditional initial public offering, there’s generally a long lead time to establish appropriate
executive compensation governance, documentation, and processes, and for tax planning and
compliance, Alex Lifson of BDO USA LLP said. “But that timeline is dramatically shorter in a
SPAC transaction.” 

Susan E. Stoffer of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP said that the concerns are no
different from a traditional IPO — “it’s just that you’re on a very fast track to get it all done.” 

Stoffer said she normally works on executive compensation issues with companies considering
an IPO more than a year in advance, but that the time for SPACs — between the signing and
closing of the merger transaction — has been compressed in some cases to six months. Some
practitioners have reported that it’s been as short as three months.
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Stoffer pointed out that most SPAC target entities aren’t ready to be public companies from an
executive compensation perspective, often creating a “pretty big fire drill” to complete the
analysis, design, drafting, and implementation so quickly. 

SPAC Sponsors Beware 

SPAC sponsors generally invest a nominal amount in exchange for class B common shares and
raise several hundred million dollars or more via an IPO. The shares automatically convert to 20
percent of the class A common shares outstanding after the IPO, and founders typically acquire
warrants in connection with the offering. 

According to Stoffer, some sponsors forming and investing in a SPAC before the IPO devise
what they think is a brilliant idea: using several hundred thousand dollars of their IRA funds or,
even better, their Roth IRA funds. 

Stoffer said those sponsors believe that if they purchase an interest in the SPAC before its IPO
with, for example, Roth IRA funds, the substantial earnings from the increased value in their
investment following the merger transaction won’t be taxed. 

But not so fast, Stoffer said, explaining that if the investment is before the SPAC becomes a 
public company, the ERISA and section 4975 prohibited transaction rules apply, which consider
the person’s expected ownership interest in the SPAC public company, potential conflicts of
interest, and fiduciary concerns. 

If an IRA owner or beneficiary of an IRA engages in a prohibited transaction under section 4975
during a tax year, the account ceases to be a tax-exempt IRA as of the first day of the tax year
and the fair market value of the assets in the account on that day will be treated as a taxable
distribution. Further, an initial excise tax of 15 percent is generally imposed on prohibited
transactions. 

Equity Comp Acceleration 

The private companies go public through a business combination commonly referred to as a de-
SPAC transaction — generally similar to a reverse merger if the target is a C corporation. 

In advising those companies, there’s significant focus on the effects of that exit transaction on
their equity compensation plans — potentially triggering a land mine because what they expect to
happen may not, according to Gillian Emmett Moldowan of Shearman and Sterling. 

Speaking during a webinar sponsored by her firm April 12, Moldowan explained that the
company’s compensation plans “may have been designed for a traditional IPO exit instead of a
de-SPAC transaction.” The two options differ in some respects, Moldowan said, noting that her
firm has been assisting companies in identifying the distinctions and working through the
implications. 

O’Brien pointed out that assessing the target company’s existing equity-based compensation
includes determining whether the SPAC merger transaction is considered a liquidity event that
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triggers vesting of restrictive stock units (RSUs). 

According to Stoffer, private companies have been increasingly using RSUs, and their
executives probably think the de-SPAC transaction will automatically accelerate vesting of all
their equity, and that they can sell their stock after the lockup period. 

“Not necessarily, and probably not,” Stoffer said, explaining that the change in control definition
in the plan documents that triggers vesting isn’t likely “to include anything that looks like a
SPAC transaction” — namely, one in which less than 50 percent of the stock is being sold. 

If the target entity prefers to accelerate vesting with the de-SPAC transaction, it could amend
the RSU grant documents to include transactions in which an acquirer doesn’t obtain a majority
stake, such as a 20 or 30 percent ownership change, Stoffer suggested. 

The one caveat, Stoffer said, is “before you accelerate anything that’s potentially subject to
[section] 409A . . . stop, look both ways, look again, because you [have] to make sure that you
can even do it.” She noted that some privately held companies’ RSU plans may have
provisions that violate the section 409A requirements for a permissible acceleration of
payments. 

RSUs are considered nonqualified deferred compensation subject to section 409A and
generally aren’t taxable until the settlement of the RSU. If the RSU agreements fail to satisfy
requirements of that provision, all compensation deferred will be includable in gross income for
the tax year to the extent it’s not subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture and not previously
included in gross income, and employees will be subject to a 20 percent excise tax and interest
penalties. 

Under section 409A, nonqualified deferred compensation plans may provide for an acceleration
of a payment under specified circumstances, such as a change in the ownership or effective
control of the corporation, or in the ownership of a substantial portion of the corporation’s
assets.

Those payments, along with other permissible accelerated payments specified in reg. section
1.409A-3, aren’t subject to the excise tax and interest penalties. 

Golden Parachute Testing 

If the target company’s RSU grant agreements provide for acceleration upon a change of
control, or are amended to do so, the next drill is determining whether the payment triggered
creates golden parachute issues, Stoffer said. 

Under section 280G, if a payment is determined to be an “excess parachute payment” —
compensation paid to covered individuals that’s triggered by a company’s change in control
and exceeds a threshold amount — the corporation is not allowed a deduction for that payment
and the recipient is subject to an additional excise tax of 20 percent under section 4999. 

Most people assume there’s not a golden parachute situation with SPACs because the rules
generally require a 50 percent change in ownership, according to Stoffer. But she said they
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often ignore the “change in effective control” element of the definition of change in control,
which could sweep in a SPAC transaction. 

A change in effective control under reg. section 1.280G-1 is presumed to occur when any
person or group of persons acquires, or has acquired during the preceding 12 months, 20
percent or more of the voting power of the stock, or when there are some changes in the
corporation’s board of directors that aren’t endorsed by a majority of the board members. 

But Stoffer said that because the majority of the ownership and control of the board remains
with the target, the 20 percent presumption for a change in effective control can be rebutted. 

Nevertheless, Lifson said an ownership change in the de-SPAC transaction that triggers
accelerated vesting of equity compensation or other payments could create a section 280G
situation, which he said could be resolved while the target is still a nonpublic company via a
shareholder vote. 

Section 280G provides that payments to individuals of privately held companies that otherwise
would be golden parachute payments would be exempt if there’s adequate disclosure to all
shareholders entitled to vote and the holders representing more than 75 percent of the voting
power approve the payments immediately before the change in ownership or control. 

Sudden Loss of Deductions 

Private companies going public should also address the implications of the section 162(m) rules
that limit deductibility of compensation paid to some executives, O’Brien suggested. 

Lifson pointed out that if the settlement of the private company’s equity awards and other
executive compensation arrangements occurs after it becomes a public company, the
compensation could suddenly become nondeductible. 

Section 162(m) caps the deduction for executive compensation at $1 million for specified
employees of a publicly traded company. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act modified the provision in
part by broadening the definitions of covered employee and publicly held corporation and
eliminating the performance-based exception to the limitation. 

A covered employee generally includes the principal executive officer and the principal financial
officer, plus the next three highest-compensated officers, and those who were covered
employees for any preceding tax year beginning after December 31, 2016. 

Thus, the target entities need to identify the executives and the compensation for which the
deductions will be limited, and whether under generally accepted accounting principles, a
deferred tax asset is required for financial statement reporting, O’Brien advised. 

Under the final section 162(m) regulations (T.D. 9932) released in December 2020, if a privately
held corporation becomes publicly held, section 162(m) applies to limit the deduction for any
compensation that is otherwise deductible for the tax year ending on or after the date its SEC
registration statement becomes effective. 
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The regs eliminated the IPO transition rule that provided an exception under section 162(m) for
post-IPO payments made under preexisting equity incentive plans if the plans or agreements
are disclosed to investors as part of the IPO process. 

Without that grace period for section 162(m) to apply, the potential change in the tax treatment
of executive compensation following the de-SPAC transaction is “just a piece of the puzzle”
that should be considered, Lifson said, including whether the taxable events can be accelerated
while the entity is still privately held.
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